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What is in the new feature?
PTV Map&Guide internet helps 
you reduce the complexity of 
your planning while giving you 
total control over your costs. Do 
you need to calculate proposals 
accurately based on a defined target 
margin? What about identifying 
profitable deals and avoid losses? 
Do you also face challenges with 
calculating concrete personnel 
costs based on regional minimum 
wage laws? With PTV Map&Guide 
internet, we empower your business 
so you can accomplish more. 

Why is this feature important?
With the EU directive 96/71/EG, new 
and complex national rules were 
required which are hardly solvable. 
This directive provides that posted 
workers or drivers have to earn the 
respective wages for certain logistic 
activities, provided that certain 
requirements are met. Different 
countries like Germany, France, 
Belgium, Italy, Austria and Norway 
have different specifications for this 
rule depending on the transport 
use cases. It is hard and very 
time-consuming to research each 
rule and the minimum wage, and 
sometimes they are stashed in the 
collective agreements. Depending 
on the activity in these countries, 
foreign companies and their drivers 
are obligated to comply rules like 
pre-announcement and to pay the 
correct national minimal wages. 
The level of controls required 

by legislation are significantly 
increased, and if ignored, 
companies are threatened with 
punishments and high penalties.

For whom is this feature designed?
It is designed for fleet managers, 
transport managers and customer 
service managers in small, 
medium and large enterprises.

What is our solution?
PTV Map&Guide internet generates 
an automatic salary cost calculation, 
based on driver’s wages and 
national minimum wage laws. 
If your route includes cabotage, 
pick up or delivery, the tool 
takes over the whole service and 
tells you what the costs are. PTV 
Map&Guide internet provides a 
detailed report with an overview 
per country where you can directly 
see, which additional wages have 
to be paid to your drivers.

Features at a glance:
�� Salary profiles allow you to

     define wages and personnel
     costs for your drivers.
�� Automatic calculation of

    additional wages per country
    under consideration of legal
    regulations, mode of transport
    (pickup/ delivery, cabotage),
    hours of service and number of
    drivers.
�� Calculation of total staff cost

    for the complete route (incl.
    overheads)
�� Additional wage reporting per

    country
�� Supporting prospective

     minimal wage laws
�� Obligations to declare taken

    into account.

Key benefits:
�� Supporting minimal wage

    calculation in Austria, Belgium,
    France, Germany, Italy, the
    Netherlands and Norway.
�� Risk reduction through valid full

    costing and accurate proposals.
�� Time savings through a high

     level of automation.
�� Maximum flexibility through

     advanced reports.
�� Avoid high penalty and fines.
�� Fair wages for drivers.
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Minimum Wage Settings
�� Overview about the countries where PTV Map&Guide

     internet takes minimum wage restrictions for foreign
     drivers into account.
�� See the value for minimum wages, rules and validity for

     each country.

Salary Profiles
�� Use salary profiles to improve calculation accuracy.
�� Calculate salary costs depending on hours of service

     and number of drivers.
�� Take minimum wage laws into account to calculate

      realistic personnel costs for international transports.


